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INT. SCREAM STREAM SET - INTRO
The set of Scream Stream is dressed with various horror
elements scattered on shelving, tables, etc. The set is also
modern in look and aesthetic. LED accent lights, Monitors
with social media updates, etc. Both of our hosts are
situated on the couch as the camera slowly zooms in.
HOST 1:
Hello! Welcome to Scream Stream, as
a part of this special preview
weekend of Chopping Block, the
exclusive programming block of
Kings of Horror! I'm your host,
(insert name here) and I am joined
by, well, I don't know what her/his
official title is, but this is
(insert name here).
Host 1 motions to a person sitting next to them, using their
hands like a showcase model on The Price is Right, but
unenthusiastically and awkwardly
HOST 2
I guess I am the co-host?
HOST 1
Yeah, sure, okay.
HOST 2
(slowly and softly)
Nice.
HOST 2 does a slow fist pump during his line
HOST 1
(trying to understand what
just happened)
Anyway... tonight we want to take
you to a place when you were
younger, dumber, happier; warm
nights,
They're interrupted by HOST 2, who seemingly has no concept
of timing. The camera jerkily pans so both of them are in the
shot.
HOST 2 (NERVOUSLY):
And I'm (insert name)! Welcome
welcome, (to HOST 1) sorry, I got
excited.

2.
BETH looks behind the camera, points to BEN and mouths "Is he
okay?"
MYSTERIOUS VOICE FROM OFF CAMERA
Just keep going, don't worry about
it.
HOST 2
I haven't been invited to a movie
night in SO long
HOST 1:
Really? I... I can't imagine why.
(The camera adjusts to properly frame HOST 1 & 2)
HOST 1 (REFOCUSING) (CONT'D)
Where were we? Oh! long rambling
conversations with friends, all
with the accompaniment of a Sirenesque woman, who may or may not try
to convert you into a Lovecraftian
tentacle creature! What could
possibly go wrong???
HOST 2 (SLIGHTLY CONCERNED)
(Insert HOST 1 Name)... I
mean lots. What if you
can't go into work on
Monday and you get fired,
(Gasps) oh, and what if
you have pets...the poor
pets!
HOST 1
(Insert HOST 2's Name)I... I wasn't
literally asking you what could go
wrong...(Clearly tries to refocus
on the task at hand) Why don't you
tell the folks a little bit more
about our show before we get into
tonight's feature, The Corrupted.
HOST 2
Absolutely! Again, This is Scream
Stream, where we connect you to the
pulse of Indie Horror! Join us each
week as we showcase and discuss a
feature film, plug new and upcoming
indie horror film projects,
interview guests and much more!

3.
HOST 1
The best part is you can join us in
the action and help control the
landscape of this show! We will be
asking poll questions, featuring
your tweets about the film being
shown, and ask you to help vote on
a movie we show each month!
Camera is framed in on just HOST 2
HOST 2
Annnnnnd! This is just the first
show on the block. Yeah...That's
right. Our second show will feature
a rotating set of horror hosts that
will guide you through another
film. More on that at the first
break!
Camera is framed on Host 1 & Host 2
HOST 1
Without further ado, let's drive
out to the lake and see what our
group of partiers has in store for
them in "The Corrupted". The film
that preaches "It's All Fun & Games
Until Someone Gets Infected."
HOST 2 (RECALLING)
Isn't that the truth....Let me tell
you...Gonorrhea is NO joke! You
feel like you have to pee ALOT!
And....
HOST 1 (DISGUSTED/INTERRUPTING)
Oh..Ok.. Yeah. Mhmmm Sharing.
Sharing too much right now. I need
5.
HOST 1 Walks out of frame.
HOST 2
Sorry!!! You saying the tagline
just uncovered a deep memory for
me! Ugh. Start the flick.....
FADE OUT.
PLAY THE CORRUPTED 0:00:00 - 0:24:10
FADE IN

4.
INT. SCREAM STREAM SET - HOST BREAK 1
Camera is zoomed in on an item on the table as you begin to
hear the dialogue of our hosts.
HOST 1
This one is gonna be a slooooow
burn, I can feel it! But you know
what (Insert HOST 2's Name)? That's
okay, The simple fact that this
film exists already puts it in
amazing company when it comes to
horror. Shot in only 17 days, the
Corrupted joins Black Christmas,
Videodrome, In The Mouth of
Madness, and Dead Ringers, just to
name a few, to be shot in Ontario,
Canada!
HOST 2
(Insert HOST 1's Name), do they
camp much in Canada?
HOST 1
Why would I know? What gives you
the idea that I would have any
inkling about the habits of our
neighbors in the great white north?
HOST 2
Well, you know.
HOST 2 looks at HOST 1 in a knowing type of way
HOST 2 (CONT'D)
You're Canadian.
HOST 1
(Shaking head
incredulously)
Not accurate at all.

No?
No.

HOST 2
(Equally incredulous)
HOST 1

There is a beat of silence where they both sit and stare
ahead

5.
HOST 2
But, well, do they camp much up
there?
(Host 2 nervously points
directly up, like a
monster might hear or see
him do it.)
HOST 1
I guess? This movie is all I have
to go on for the answer you want.
Actually, I am just going to change
the subject.
HOST 2
Give me 5 minutes, and I won't even
remember what we were talking
about.
HOST 1
That is, well, that's equally
concerning and unsurprising.
HOST 2
BUT I do remember that we have to
talk about the second show of our
block! Again, each week will
feature a different Horror Host
guiding you through another feature
film or block of short films. This
group includes Mr. Lobo, The Mummy
& The Monkey, Malvolia: The Queen
of Screams, & Dr. Sarcofiguy!
HOST 1
In fact, since this is our special
free preview of the block, which
after tonight you'll only be able
to catch on Kings of Horror Plus,
you get to get a taste of all four
horror hosts as they each will be
hosting 2 shorts after the
completion of The Corrupted.
HOST 2
Let patch in The Mummy & The Monkey
& Mr. Lobo and get a quick word on
what kind of shorts we can expect
during the block tonight.
Insert scripted exchanged of Lobo & M&M

6.
HOST 1
Can't wait to check out those in
just a bit. We'll check in with
Malvolia and Dr. Sarcofiguy on
their shorts at the next break
HOST 2
We just posted a question on our
Twitter page, @KOHScreamStream, let
us know....

